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Alethods of analysis prel-ioualy used in the interpretation of line broadening are discussed and are 
shown to be inadequate; more reliable methods being outlined. ;in analvsis of published results using 
one of these methods suggests that the observed effects can he attr;buted to simultaneous small 
particle size and strain broadening. Measurements of the changes in intensity distribution have been 
made, using a Geiger counter spectrometer, in the spectra of cold worked aluminium and wolfram. 
The line breadths may he attributed to simultaneous small particle size and strain broadening, the 
latter predominating, particularly at the higher Bragg angles, and it is shown that the observed 
effects are produced by dislocations or some similar structura,l fault. The observed rise in the breadths 
of the high angle lines from annealed materials suggests that some dislocations remain after annealing. 
Fourier analysis of the line shapes in general merely confirm the results of the analysis of the line 
hreadths, hut in the case of the recovered specimens it suggests that the dislocations form into walls 
(“polygonization”). 

L’ELr\RGISSEMENT DES RAIES DE RXYOA-S X OBTENUES 
DES LIRL-2ILLES D’A\LUMINIUM ET DE TUNGSTEKE 

Les m6thodes utilisees auparavant dans I’interp&ation de 1’Clargissement des raies sont discutCes 
et il est montr6 qu’elles sont inadCquates; des methodes plus correctes sont indiquees. L’examen des 
r6sultats publi&, obtenus au moyen d’une des ces methodes, fait croire que les effets observes peuvent 
Ctre attribuCs en m&me temps B la petitesse des particules et a 1’Clargissement dfi & la d6formation. 
Les variations de la distribution d’intensit6 dans les spectres d’aluminium et de tungstene ont et6 
mesurCes au moyen d’un spectrometre ?I compteur Geiger. Les largeurs des raies peuvent &re 
attrihuees simultanCment ?I la petitesse des particules et & 1’6largissement d& i la deformation, cette 
dernjtre &ant la plus importante, surtout aux plus grands angles de Bragg, il est aussi dCmontr& que 
les effets observCs sont dfis aus dislocations ou Q un autre dCfaut structural, similaire. L’augmentation 
observCe dans la largeur des raies ?I grand angle ohtenues des matCriaux recuits, fait croire, qu’une 
partie des dislocations reste apr&s recuit. L’analyse de Fourier de la forme des raies conlirme en gCn&al 
les rCsultats d’analyse de la largeur des raies, mais dans le cas des Cchantillons qui ont subi un recuit 
de restauration, cela conduit plutBt ?I la conclusion que les dislocations se rangent en plans (polygoni- 
sationi. 

DIE \*ERBREITEtiUNG DER ROEN’~GENIN’l.ERFERENZLINIEN VOS 
ALUMINIUM- UND \VOLFR,451SPXENEN 

Die analytischen Methoden, die hisher zur ;\uswertung \-on Rlessungen der Linienverhreiterung 
van Riintgeninterferenzen henutzt wurden, werden diskutiert. Es wird gezeigt, dass sie unzureichend 
sind, und zu\-erl&sige Methoden w&den heschrieben. Analysiert man die in der Literatur veriiffent- 
lichten Daten nach einer dieser Methoden, so scheint die heobachtete Verhreiterung sowohl auf den 
Effekt der kleinen Teilchengriisse als such auf innere Spannungen zuriick zu gehen. Versnderungen in 
der IntensitYtsverteilung der Feinstrukturdiagramme von kaltbearheitetem _%luminium und Wolfram 
wurden mit Hilfe eines Zshlrohr-Spektronometers gemessen. Die Linienverhreiterung kann auf die 
gleichzeitig vorhandenen Effekte kleiner TeilchengrGsse und innerer Spannungen zurtickgeftihrt 
werden; der Einfluss der Spannungen iiberwiegt, vor allem hei grossen Reflesionswinkeln. Es wird 
gezeigt, dass die beobachteten Effekte durch Versetzungen (“dislocations”) oder ghnliche Kristall- 
baufehler hervorgerufen werden. Die beobachtete Verhreiterung der Linien grosser Reflexionswinkel 
(11 gegltihten Materialien deutet darauf hin, dass nach der Gliihung noch einige Versetzungen 
(“disl?cations”) im Material zurtickbleihen. Fourieranalyse der allgemeinen Linienform bestgtigt 
nur die Resultate der Xnalyse der Linienverbreiterung. .Wein bei erholten Prohen deutet sie darauf 
hin, dass sich die Versetzungen (“dislocations”) zu Wtinden zusammenschliessen (“Polygonisation”). 

Introduction 

The cold lvorking or plastic deformation of metals 
has been shown to produce appreciable changes in 
t’he intensity distribution of diffracted X-rays. The 
most prominent of these effects are changes in line 
shape and in integrated intensity, and previous 
workers have usually confined their studies to one or 
other of these topics. Changes in integrated intensit) 
have been studied and discussed by Hall and William- 
son [l] and it is the object of this paper to interpret, 
discuss and correlate the changes in line shape with 
the simultaneous measurements of integrated inten- 
sity reported previously. 
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Previous work suggests that the broadening is 
produced by either lattice strains alone, or by lattice 
strains and small particle size simultaneously. 
Stokes and Wilson [2] have shown that if the inte- 
gral breadth of the strain distribution is E the 
corresponding spectral integral line breadth$ 0, 
due to strains is 

(1) p, =-‘2E tan--O 

where 0 is the Bragg angle, a relation deduced by 
many earlier workers. In terms of the reciprocal 
lattice the effect of lattice strain is to broaden the 
reciprocal lattice points to a breadth ps* which 
varies linearly with the distance from the origin, 

#Spectral breadths are usually measured in terms of the 
dispersion x (a scale of 28). 
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Particle size broadening has been shonx b\- man\- 
investipators to obev the relation 

(3) @,> = x ‘t cos 0 

where X is the S-ra\ x\aveleng-th, and f is a mean 

linear tlimensiort of the particle defmed b!- Stokes 

and l$?lson [2], and has been called the apparent 

particle size I~>. Jones [4]. The reciprocal lattice 

breadth DP* . 13 a constant independent of (i* and 

equal to 1 .‘f. 

C.‘orrection for experimental bro,tdening necessaril\- 

introduced b\- itnperfections of the camera and 

recording device have been discussed in detail 1,~ 
Jones 141. Stokes and Wilson [2], Schull [S] and 

Stokes [6] have suggested and described Fourier 

methods d c-orrection lvhich rccluire no n priori 
assumptions d esperimentnl and broadening func- 
tion line shapes. 

Previous Work 

Since the first report of line broxlcning b>- \-an 

_Arkel [7] most of the published Ivot-k has been held 
to support the vien- that broadening is due to ran- 

dornll, directed, slo\vl>r varying internal lattice 

strains. \Voocl [S; 91. Haworth [lo], Brindle!, and 
Ridley [lt]. I3rintlle\. [12], Smith and Stickle\- [13], 

Stokes, I’ascoe and Lipson [14], AIegan- and Stokes 

[IS] have used similar methods of interpretation in 

supportinK the “strain” hypothesis. For example. 

Smith and Stickle!- [13] found that the ph\-sical 
broadening (i.e. the measured brexlth corrected for 

eslxritiient:tl broatleningj front \volfrnm was linear 

Ivith tan 0 jcrluation (1) for lattice strain effects) 

shwving no tkl~entlcnce on \\aveletigth (equation (3) 
for partic.le size broatletiingj. The same results 

plotted ,Ig;tinst set 0 (equation (3) i indicated ;I 

negative \-;11ue 0i b \\-hi X set 0 \v;ts zero, ;L ph!-si- 

call\. nteatiitigl~ss result. 
l-or a-brass Smith and Stickle!. \vere able to 

resolve the \-arintion in the apparent strain 2{ with 

the indicw of reflection in terms of the elastic 
anisotrop!- oi brass. The)- suggested that- f; 2 should 

h;ir.e an order of magnitude Z7: E, v-here 1. is the 
tensile strength and B \70uttg’s nmd~~l~ts, ant1 found 
good agreement lwtwxtt these two \-alu&. 

I-urther v\-idencc in far-our of the lattice strain 

theory, tlili’ering in the method of interpretation 

from the a1 Jo\-e, is that advanced b!- \T7arrcn and 
AAvc~rb:tc~h [16: 1 i]. The>- studied the c~hangcs in line 

Aape rather than changes in line 1 )readth and con- 

ch~led that line broadening is tlue to lattice strains, 

\\-hich are not constant over distances greater than 

about 10 atomic diameters. 

ICvidettce supporting the contention that some of 
the bronclening is due to particle size is generally less 
con\-ittcing. Dchlinger and Kochendiirfw [18] at- 

tempted some separation betv.een particle size and 

str;tin cffccts I,>- attributing the low angk broaden- 

ing to small particle size. Bragg [lo; 201 related the 

strength of metals to their apparent particle size and 

found good agreement between the observed values 

and those calculated frotn the data of \Yood 121; 221, 

ant1 \f-ood and Rnchinger [23] have rclwrted some 

dependence of the observed broadening upon wave- 
length, in ag-t-cement with equation (3). 

Discussion of the Theories of Line Broadening 

-in!- complete theor!- of line broadening must 

relate the cause of line broadening to the existing 
theories of \\.ork-hardening and plastic deformation, 

explain the apparent anomalies betwcrt the two 

conflicting interpretations just reviewed, and relate 
the line broadening to the changes in integrated 

in tensit!. lxoduced b!. cold U-ork. 

One useful approach is to consider a slwctrum in 
\vltich both strain and small partick size broadening 

occur simultaneously, to calculate the variation of 

the total broadening @ with 0, and to appl>. the tan 
0 and set 0 criteria as usctl lo- previous workers 

supporting the strain h\yothesis. In Figure I, the 

FIGIKE I. ,\ plot of the physical broadening @ due to 
simultaneous small particle size and strain txoadetling against 
tan 0. The calculated points correspond closely to a straight 
line through the origin despite the presellcc of appreciable 
particle size txoadening. 

values of jj calculated for t\-pica1 values of t;‘h = 250, 
2.$ = 0.5 per cent, and on the assumption that the 
breadths art additive is plotted against tan 8. The 
plot is linear within a small margin of error, the 
greatest discrepancy- being apparent belo\v 0 = x/2 
= 30’ where experimental accuracy is usually low. 
The plot of 13 against set 0 (Figure 2) sho\vs that the 
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FIGURE 2. A plot of the physical broadening /3 due to 
simultaneous small particle size and strain broadening against 
set 8. Any reasonable line through the calculated points gives 
a negative intercept. 

high angle points correspond fairly closely to a 
straight line having a negative intercept at set 0 = 0. 
Thus Figures 1 and 2 correspond closely to those 
previously reported experimental results which have 
been held to support the strain theory, although they 
have been calculated on the assumption that 
appreciable small particle size broadening exists in 
the spectrum; the tan 0 and set 0 plots cannot there- 
fore be regarded as satisfactory criteria in the inter- 
pretation of line broadening. 

The interpretation of results obtained with man) 
wavelengths may also be misleading since e and X are 
not independent variables. 

In general /3 is given approximately by 

(4) j3 = 2E tan e + X/t cos 8, 

and on substituting from the Bragg Law for X then 

(5) p = (26 + 2d/t) tan e 

and the breadth is a linear function of tan 0for any one 
rejbxtion (l&Z) irrespective of the nature of the 
broadening (the values of 2[ and 2d/t are dependent 
on the indices of reflection). This too is in agreement 
with the reported work (e.g. Brindley and Ridley, 
Smith and Stickley). 

The interpretation in terms of small particle 
effects has been criticized by Stokes, Pascoe and 
Lipson [14] and by Stokes and Lipson 1241 and also 
appears to be in doubt. 

Hall [25] proposed a method of interpretation 
allowing sbme separation of particle size broadening 
and strain broadening. The method consists e,ssent- 
ially in plotting the breadth of the reciprocal lattice 
points against their distance from the origin. Small 
particle size alone then gives a horizontal plot with 
an intercept l/t, and strain gives a line through the 
origin slope, f, if the strain distribution is isotropic. 

The composite broadening produced by simul- 
taneous small particle size and strain depends to some 

extent on the broadening functions of the separate 
effects. If both broadening functions are Cauchy 
curves (of the form l/‘(l + k”9)) then the breadths 
are additive and the plot is linear \\-ith slope [ and 
intercept 1,/t (curve a, Fig. 3). If the broadening 

FIGURE 3. A plot of fi* ( = 0 cos B/X) due to simultaneous 
small particle size and strain broadening against d* ( = 2 
sine/x). Curve (a) is obtained if the broadening functions are 
of the Cauchy type whilst curve (b) is that obtained if the 
functions are Gaussians. The dotted curve (c) represents an 
intermediate case discussed in the text. 

functions are Gaussians, the squares of the breadths 
are additive and the graph is curved, being asympto- 
tic to a line of slope 5 curving upwards near the 
origin to an intercept l/t, (curve b, Fig. 3). Since the 
curvature is dependent on the exact forms of the line 
shapes and broadening functions assumed, it is 
preferable to calculate the type of variation expected 
from various mtidels. Such a calculation for a 
randomly strained crystal is discussed below, and it 
is of interest to note that Wilson [26] has generalised 
his calculation on diffraction by bent lammelae to 
show that there is a similar gradual transition from 
pure particle size broadening at d* = 0 to strain 
broadening for large values of d*. 

Warren and Averbach [17] have shown that the 
strains and particle size of a sample can be deduced 
from the Fourier coefficients A, of the broadening 
function and the breadth of the reciprocal lattice 
broadening function is given by 

/ -Cm 
p* = a3 */CA* 

I -cc 

It follows that it is possible to obtain the variation 
of the breadth throughout the reciprocal lattice by 
calculating the Fourier coefficients for a particular 
model. It is convenient to obtain Warren and 
Averbach’s A, by folding the coefficients due to 
particle size P, with the corresponding coefficients 
due to internal strains, S,. By choosing new axes any 
reflection can be made the 001 reflection from planes 
of fundamental spacing a3. If cells along columns 
perpendicular to the reflecting plane suffer displace- 
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nlents which ha1.e ;i GCluhsian distrit)ution suck+ that qualitati\-c: (lisc~ussion. The strain distril)ution ap- 

the mean squ;ire displacement for cells 11(2:; ;\pnrt is pears to lit I)cxt\vecn the two estremcs of C ‘such! and 

\Z,,‘>,,,,.. then G;uk;m functions and a gencr:ll (m-\~c such as 

17, S,{ = exp( - 2A’(%,,‘/,,,,) 
Fipurc .ic is prohalk. The List: of ;I linwr cstmpola- 
tion from ni~~dstircments at high angles 0n1>~, results 

(.\I~arreii and .\verl~wh, [17, equation 141). in c>orrcct \-~IILICS of the lattice strain h- ;III cases hut 

‘l‘he term P,, is the mtio of the number of cells n 
\-alum ot Ixlrt ic~lc size n-hich ima!- I)e too large II?- a 

spacings apart to the total number of cc~lls, and thus 
fat-tor in t hex r;~ngc 1 to T. 

for ;L crystal of length :\T:i perpendicular to the reflect- 
Hall [25] anJ~~sed much oi the I)ul)lished data 

ing planes 
usinCg a plot of /II* against ti * ;2 using ;I linear estra- 

poIntion and found a positive interrepl for al1 cases 

(8) excepting that of martensite, the particle sizes 

Thus the coefficient A, due to l)oth small l’article 
ranging about- ;I value of 10Vcm. ;\. similar value has 

size and internal strains is 
also been reportctl 1)~. IIJazur [27] and I,)- Kraincr 

[28] for martensite. The slopes (and hence the mean 

(9) A, = (1 - n,lLV,)exp( - 27r21’(Z~L’)aC.) strains) inc-rckascd generally \I-ith the hardness of the 

Quite generalized arguments show that as I ap- 
metals. 

proaches zero the strain component approaches unit) 
_,\I1 interpI-vtntion attributing l~ronderiin~ to 

and the breadt-h approaches pure particle size 
simultaneous particle size and str;iin effects seems to 

broadening 
correlate most of the ~~ublished results, and, as \vill 

be she\\-n later, this is in good accord with the 

Cl()) 

At large values of I, P,, becomes virtually constant 

compared to the rapid variation in .S,, and the high 

angle broadening approximates to pure strain 

broadening. lllore particularI>-, if the strain varies 

slowly within the cr!-stal then (Zn2),V. = n2i2 

nhere j’ is the mean square strain and, when Pq2 is 

small, 

current clisloc:lt ion them-\- of tleiornl;~tion. Since the 

method usctl t)?. Hall invol\.cs ;I long extrapolation 

from the espcrinienlxl Imints further measurements 

have Ixwl made using an imprmxxl esperimental 

technique in order that a more cert;lin correlation of 

the obwrvetl dfec-ts nith the clisloc,\t ion theory can 

be made. 

(II 1 A, ‘v (I - n ‘X,)(1 - 2a”/‘#) 

\\-hence 

(12) c A, =lVrj(l - 7r’12ij;,3) 

and 

(13) @*‘v 1, f(l - ~‘/‘+/3j. 

Hence to the extent that the approximation holds 

the plot of p* against d* (which equals /us*) inter- 

sects d* = 0 at 1,/t and curves away from the 

horizontal line representing particle size verl 

rapidly with increasing d*. 

For a crystal in which Pf? is large, 

(14) c A, = (1,;14 27t$) - (1,1N,2a’ls$) 

and 

(15) 8* - (d*d 24) + (1,!7rf). 

‘Thus for large \Talues of $ or d* this approximates to 

@* = d* d/(27+) i.e. & = 2 d(2ae2) tan 6’ which 

ma)- be compared with equation (1) for strain 

broadening in which .$ = 1/(2+). This result 

coincides with curve b, Figure 3, deduced b>- a more 

;\luminium antI wolfram have heen chosen for 

stud>-, since the>- ;II-c both apl)rosimatel>- elasticall!- 

isotropic. These two metals also approximate to the 

extremes 0i hardness normally encountered in 

metals, aluminium being one of the softest metals and 

wolfram one Oi the hardest, and it ma\r be possible 

to determine the influence of hartlness on the changes 

obser\.etl. 

Preparation of Specimens 

&All specimens used in these experiments I\-ere 

prepared b\. hand filing, followed I)?- sieving through 

a 3.50 mesh per inch sieve. 

Ipour samples of aluminium were prepared, two 

from ;I sample of high pm-it!- aluminium greater than 

99.99 per cent pure, and tn-o from a sample of 

commercially- I)ui-e aluminium (approximatel~~ 99.7 

per cent .ql), using a “smooth” file. Filings of both 

purities annealed in vacua (less than lo-” cm. 

mercur>.) at SOO’C for 25 minutes, but as the line 

breadths from both were found to be identical onl\- 

the spectrum of the high pm-it>- sample was esam- 

ined in detail. 

Three specimens of wolfram were prepared from a 

bar 99.9 per cent pure supplied b!- the Tungsten 
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Rfanufacturing Co. After sieving, the filings were 
shown by analysis to contain less than 0.4 per cent 
of iron. Two samples were annealed in vacua, one for 
50 minutes at 1150°C and the other for 3 hours at 
1300°c. 

The Experimental Method 

The results lvere obtained using a Geiger counter 
spectrometer and the experimental methods previous- 
ly described [l], the measurements of line shape being 
carried out simultaneously7 with those of the changes 
in intensity- previously reported. Lleasurements were 
made of the reflected intensity, using a scaling unit, 
at specific angular settings of the Geiger counter 
in order to avoid the distortion introduced by the use 
of a counting-rate meter [29]. The “count” was 
recorded on the scaling unit, not for a constant time, 
but for an arbitrary monochromatic X-ray output 
from the X-ray set as measured on a second monitor- 
ing counter and was corrected for counting losses 
(Ha11 and Williamson [30]). Frequent checks on the 
stability of the monitoring were made and although 
a long term drift of f 2 per cent was observed, the 
drift of less than 1 per cent during the measurement 
of any one line would introduce a distortion less than 
uncertainty due to statistical scatter on the results; 
tnonochromatized copper K, radiation generated at 
50 K.V. peak and 10 M.A. has been used throughout. 

Integral line breadths were obtained by graphical 
resolution of the line shapes [31] to obtain the sum 
of the (~1 and (~2 peak intensities, Simpson’s rule being 
used to determine the integrated intensity. The 
resolved line shapes coincided with Cauchy functions 
within experimental error and thus the observed 
breadth is simply- the sum of the required physical 
breadth and the experimental breadth. 

Line Broadening Results for Aluminium 

The values of the line breadths observed in the 
spectra from the three aluminium specimens are 
shown in Figure 4 in which N = h’ + k2 + l2 and 
the breadth B, is expressed in minutes of arc in x. 
Two features are noticeable : first, the very low value 
of the broadening in the cold worked, high purity 
specimen compared to that in the commercially pure 
specimen, and secondly, the rapid rise in the broad- 
ening at high angles in the annealed specimen. This 
latter effect is due to physical broadening, since 
-Alexander [32] has shown that the form of the 
experimental broadening is that shown dotted in 
Figure 4. Particle sizes as small as 5 X 10-5cm. are 
inadequate to explain this broadening and it appears 
that lattice strains exist even in the annealed state. 

N--r 

FIGCRE 4. The line breadths fix for the aluminium spectra 
plotted against N = h2 + k2 + P. 0 from the high purity an- 
nealed sample; 0 from the high purity filed sample; 0 from the 
commercial purity filed sample; A from the slowly mechani- 
cally filed high purity sample; A from the high purity samples 
rapidly filed under liquid air; . . . , . . the predicted form of the 
experimental broadening; - - - - physical broadening 
produced by a particle size of 10-d cm; * - * - . - physical 
broadening produced by a particle size of 5 X 10e5 cm. 

An estimation of the experimental broadening 
must be made before the results can be interpreted, 
since no direct measure is possible. The divergence 
of the X-rays has been restricted to 2” and the 
experimental broadening is approximately symmetri- 
cal about x = 90”. A constant experimental breadth 
has therefore been chosen for two lines equidistant 
from x = 90” (in Fig. 5, lines 3 and 24), such that 
the reciprocal lattice broadening indicates a particle 
size of 0.8 X lop4 cm. for the annealed state, a value 
which is of the correct order of magnitude [33]. Both 
cold worked specimens have smaller particle sizes 
a value of 4 X 10h5 cm. being indicated for both 
purities on Figure 5. 

The values of p* for the other lines, calculated for 
the same assumed experimental breadth of 12’, lie 
on a smooth curve and indicate the lack of aniso- 
tropy in the broadening. The assumption of sym- 
metrical experimental broadening and Cauchy line 
shapes, tends to reduce the slope of the reciprocal 
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F~(XIRI: 6. The interpretation of the line broatlenillg ill the 

lattice broadening so that the values of the lattice 

strain breadths of 0.025 per cent for annealed 
alutninium, 0.045 per cent for filed high I)urit?-, and 

0.14 per cent for filed commercial purit!. at-r mini- 
mum and not absolute \-alues. 

The different impuritl\. content of the t\vo tiled 

specitnens is probat$- responsible for the differences 

in the strain breadths since both received the same 

cold working treatment, the impurities retarding ot 

preventing the recover!. of the commercial specimen. 
Ko differenw in line broadening could be detected 

in the high I)urit!. sample examined 3 hour, and 3.50 

hours after tiling and this suggests that the recover!-, 

if an>-, occurred at the instantaneous high tetnpw- 
ture generated during filitq. I-urther high put-it>- 

samples \\-ere ~s;tmined in \I-hit+ this inst;mtaneorts 

temperature rise \v;ts restricted. either I,\- filing x-et-!. 

slo~vl~- \vit h ;I light-l!- loaded file so th:tt the heat 

xenet-atetl \\“ts dissipated vet->. rapidI!-, or b!- filing- 

untlcr liquicl air. Roth these methods ~:I\Y increased 

bro;tdenintg ;ts she\\-n in Figure -1. the slo\\~l~~ filed 

sample ha\-ing ;I tmxttlening little different from that 
of the cotiimerciall~~ pure specimen, confirming that 

the tlitkrcnc-e is due 10 itist;tnt;mcoits reco\vr\- on 

filing:. 

Discussion of Results for Aluminium 

The et&t of reco\w-\- on the value of the breadths 

is of g-eat interest in view of the simultaneous 

tiie;tsuremet~ 15 d the Aangcs in in tegr;ttcd intensi t:- 

;tticl bacli~rountl level [ 1 1. 111 these experiments cold 

\vorl; uxs observed to III-educe a uniform reduction 
it1 the intetlsitics of each reflection (after ;t corrrc.ction 

for extinction \vhich is also afiwtetl I)!- cold ~vork’l 
atit1 ;I c~orreslx~tlclitlg rise in the IXlc~li~tWUlltl level. 
The intensities of the lines and the background level 
I\-et-e not ~ItTcc.tetl l)!- t-cc-o\-et-\-, n-ithirl the limits of 

eqwritiicn t al :tccitracJ-. Since the Idi~SrOU~ld rise 

\vas sulxt~mtinll~- vmstant o\-er the entire spectrum 

\-et-)- large atomic displacements of the onlu 0i up to 

half ;I sl)acing must be responsible. These two 
results together Ix-oxide a \v\- critical lest ior ittly 

thcor\. oi cold ~~w-l~, since the vet-~’ big-h short range 

str;Gns rq)onsible for the incrwsc in 1);rckground 

iiitvtisit\- and the decrease in line intetlsit!- must be 
more stable at the big-h tempernturc produwtl during 

filing than the small long- range strains rcs~wnsible for 

the incrc:tse in line breadths. The siml)le random 

lattice strain theor\- is inadeqitak for this rwson since 

the greater the strain t:he less should be its stabilit>-; 

on reco\-er)- the background n-ould be vspccted to 
change first, and not the line broadening as obser\.ed. 

The onI!- satisfactory explanation is that some 

metastal)le fault exists which produces the high 
short range strains and persists e\vn after the 
dissip;ttion of the smaller long range strains. 

‘I‘\vo t>-j)es 0i lattice fault which I\-ould conform 

to the stringent requirements of the eq)erimental 

data are the scre\\- and edge tlislowt-ions, which are 

stable in so ix as the\- can only- be removed from 

the lattice b\- movements to ;I free l~outttlnt-J- or 1~1. 

mutual atnnihil;~tion of two dislocations oi opposite 

sign. A detailed cliscussion d the dislocation theor\- 
is I~c~~~nd the scope of this paper ant1 escellent 

re\-ien-s exist (see ior r:sample Bitt-gc7-s [Ml. xx1 

(‘ot trell [35] 1. 
1..rom the dislocation models producctl I)!. Rragg 

anal SLY [36] ior ;I bubble raft, and I)!- Hilkq- [37] in 

ball models it can be seen that tlislocations cause :I 

bending of the lattice in their itnmcdiate neighbour- 

hood so that coherent S-ray reflection n-ill not occur 

over regions much g-cater than the ttislocation 

separ;ttion. The st.ud!- of q)ecitic heat. plasticit!-, 

ant1 magnetic properties suggests that cold lvorking 

iwreases the tlisloc-ntion (lensit\- to ;I limiting wluc 

of ~tPI)roZitii;ttel\- 10” lines IKY- cm” in the full\- 

colt1 \vOdietl stzlte. For 3 random distribution of 
dislocations these figures correspond to average 
distances lwtn-wn neighbouring- disloc:ttion lines of 
1P6 cm. for the cold \vorketl stitte. values which tu-e 

in good agreetneti t I\-ith thaw reportetl t)>. \\‘OOd 

[21]. IQtch dislocntion is surrounttctl I)! :t slo\vl~- 
\;w\.inR str;titi tield, c m(l thus ;t materi;tl wntaining 

clisloc.,ttions will show both strttin l~roatlettitlg md 
p;tt-title size broadening, the greater the densit!. of 
tlislocyttiotls, ttic y-eater in general beinp the broad- 
enittg due to Iwth causes. .~tltle;Lletl nlctLJs tll:tJ- tlf 

expectetl to she\\- some strain broatlcning as observed 
(since the!- are g-enerall!~ ;~ssitmetl to cotit;iin of the 
ot-tler d 10’ disloc;ltiotls per vm”), ;ttthort~h this is 
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very small and must have passed unnoticed in most 
experiments. 

The actual value of the breadths from the cold 
worked metal will be very much influenced by 
recovery, which has been discussed by Koehler [38], 
Burgers [34], Cahn [39] and Guinier and Tenevin 
[40]. Although the mechanism of recovery is not 
fully understood it seems certain that it involves the 
migration of the dislocations into walls, similar to 
grain boundaries. It has been shown that such a 
mechanism can reduce the strain energy of the 
lattice. Recovery is thus dependent on the mobility 
of the dislocations and is greater for soft metals than 
for hard ones, and can be reduced by the presence of 
impurities (e.g. Cottrell and Churchman [41], and 
Bilby [42]). Thus the digerences in strain found by 
Hall when interpreting previous results may be due 
either to the production of different dislocation 
densities by different method of working, or to 
different degrees of recovery, but in the present 
results they are due entirely to recovery. 

In addition to the reduction in strain energy on 
recovery, reduction in particle size broadening is to 
be expected since reflection will be coherent over 
distances of the same order as the separation of 
polygonised boundaries. The small change’ observed 
in aluminium suggests that extensive polygonisation 
had occurred in the commercial purity specimen. 

Thus the results from aluminium would agree with 
the predictions of the dislocation theory, the com- 
mercial purity aluminium having a higher strain 
energy (as indicated by the breadths) than the high 
purity aluminium because of the action of the 
impurities in restricting the movement of the 
dislocations. Any alternative theory of the changes 
would have to be based on a different type of 
metastable fault and would thus not be significantly 
different. 

Line Broadening Results from Wolfram 

The measured line breadths from the spectra 
from the three samples of wolfram are shown in 
Figure 6. The increase in the breadths from the 
annealed sample at high angles is very marked, 
partly because of the reduced experimental breadth 
in this particular series of experiments and partly 
because wolfram line 16 occurs at a higher angle than 
aluminium line 24. Thus the existence of a definite 
physical broadening in the annealed metal is more 

apparent than in the study of aluminium, though a 
subsidiary experiment on an annealed aluminium 
specimen showed that the breadth of line 24 coincided 

0 
I 

2 4 6 8 ‘0 12 14 16 

FIGUKI; 6. The line breidz & for the wolfram spectra 
plotted against X. 0 from the sample annealed at 1300°C; 
0 from the sample recovered at 1150°C; 0 from the sample 
examined as liled; Ilr, subsidiary measurement of aluminium 
line 24. 

with the curve through the breadths from the 
annealed wolfram. 

The breadths from the specimen heated at 11 SO’C 
are only slightl\. greater than those from the an- 
nealed specimen and indicate that very extensive 
recovery has taken place from the high values of the 
breadths given by the cold worked specimen. 
Measurements of the background level showed that 
both the cold worked specimen and that heated at 
1150°C gave similar background levels, which were 
significantly higher than that from the specimen 
annealed ai 1300°C, indicating that the former had 
recovered and the latter had recrystallised. 

A plot of /3* against d* is shown in Figure 7, using 
a similar method of analysis to that used for alu- 
minium. The analysis has been carried out for the 
recovered and annealed samples by assuming a 
constant breadth of 10 minutes of arc for line 2 and 
for a point midway between lines 14 and 16, posi- 

FIGVRE 7. The interpretation of the line broadening in the 
wolfram spectra. Symbols as in Figure 6. 



curve for the commercinlfy p~tre specimen has the 
form previousi\- reported b\- \1;i?rren and Averbnch 
for rr-brass which they interpret as showing that the 
strains are not constant over regions of greater than 
about 10 spacings. The plot for the high purity 
specimen hoxwver is umlsuaf in that the vahw of 
d&S becomes constant above vnlues of H. = 30. 
Similar resuks, shown in Figure 10 have been obtain- 
ed from wolfram. This result is Burprising because n 
truly random arrangement of strains would result 
itr a curve continuing to rise smoothI?- towards ;I 



FIGURE 10. The variatiinaf .\J%$ with n for line 14 
wolfram, The curves have been fitted to the experimental 
points at the same values of n as in Figure 8. -4 from the as 
filed sample; B from the sample recovered at 1150°C. 

value of 5 and thus the strains must take up some 
regular arrangement. This constancy implies that, 
to a good approximation, the regions of strain 
cannot extend far distances greater than 30 spacings. 
If this were not so the values of t/zS2 would con- 
tinue to increase beyond n = 30. If dislocations are 
accepted as causing the diffraction effects studied 
then this process would correspond to polygoniza- 
tion, and the walls of strain would bound the regions 
of coherent reflectian. Thus the condition of the 
recovered specimen may be represented schemati- 
cally as in Figure It, in which tvalls of strain occur 
i- 
5 

mo - 
3 

FIGERG II. Schematic representation of the variation of 
the root mean square displacement of the cells with distance 
in recovered metals. 

2N spacings apart, and 2m spacings .wide. To 
cafculate the average absolute or mean square 
strains for a11 pairs of cells n spacings apart, three 
terms must be considered: 

(a) the displacement between cells in the wall, for 
values of n < m, (m - n) cells exist having a 
displacement 2, N ne where B is the strain in the 
wall, and for values of n > m the contribution of 
this term is zero. 

(bf the displacement between cells, one of which 
is in the strain free region and the other in the 
strained region. For values of n < m, (n - 1) such 
combinations exist for each wall and have values 
E, 2f, 3e, . * . , (n - i)e, whereas for values of n > 7p~ 

b - 1) such combinations exist having values 
6, 2e, 3E, . . . . p (m - I)& 

(c) the additional displacement if slight strains 
occur in the so-called strain free region. 
Neglecting the contribution from (c) the mean 
strain for % < m is given approximately by: 

and for n > m, 

(17) 

O-t F*C.i- l>e 
2 = _-..-“I 

N 
- = constant. 

Thus z& gradually increases until at a value 
n = m it becomes a constant. The width of the 
walls is thus about 30 atoms in both the aluminium 
and the wolfram. This analysis confirms the postu- 
lated mechanism of recovery, that the dislocations 
migrate into walIs surrounding relatively large 
stram free regions. The, analysis, however, throws 
some doubt on the usual interpretation of the A, 
versus n plots, that the strains are non-uniform over 
distances greater than 10 spacings; a possibly more 
correct interpretation is that in certain regions the 
strains change appreciably over the distance of 10 

spacings. 
The surprising feature of the plots from the cold 

worked samples is their general similarity, despite 
the large recovery of the commercially pure alu- 
minium, and it appears that this method of analysis 
is not sensitive to recovery until the recovery is 
almost complete. 

Conclusions 

The changes in line profile with coid work have 
been correlated wi& the changes in intensity and 
it is shown that some lattice defects such as disloca- 
tions must be present in the cold worked state. The 
presence of broadening in the spectra of the annealed 
metals indicates that a smaller density of disIoca- 
tions persists even after annealing. The differences 
in the apparent strains between the aluminium and 
wolfram spectra may be interpreted entirely in 
terms of the insmntaneous recovery without neces- 
sitating either a different mechanism or dislocation 
density. Fourier analysis of the line shapes, confirms 
the above interpretations and indicates that the 
postulated mechanisms of recovery, namely, the 
migration of the dislocation into walls, is correct, 
at least for the later stages of recovery. 

The above interpretation, however, is basicaIly 
dependent on the observed changes in background 



level measured in the spectra of aluminium and 
\~olErnm, ;tnd although the theor!- is expected to 
;tpplS- generally the lack of experimental evidence as 
to the nature of the intensity changes in the spectra 
of other materi;ds nx~kcs this uncertain. 
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